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investigation into the case. The "Eye that Never
Sleeps" organization determined that the five men,
given the time restraints, probably could not have
committed the assault on Thalia Massie.
In addition,
aided by a thorough examination of hospital medical
records, the report concluded that no evidence existed
to the effect that a rape had actually occurred.

RICHARD BURTON I'M NOT
November 14, 1994

Richard Newrock

My original thought for my first paper was to

pr7se~t a learned lecture that would amaze all with its

brllllance and erudition.
I quickly dispensed with
that ~ after al~, I don't consider myself to be
eS P ;clall y erudl~e - or event brilliant, and pretending
w~n t work.
Besldes, the only thing that I can truly
dlscourse on knowledgeably is physics - and I can't do
that easily here. Not because the subject is
sufficiently difficult, and yes, occasionally a bit
arcane, that when talking about it I have always relied
on black and white boards, slides, overhead
transparencies, video tapes, CD-ROMs, and computers in short, all the multimedia crutches I cannot use
here. Without those, I feared the task very difficult
and better left for a future paper.
I might also add,
this is the first time I have ever read a paper.
In my
field it is simply not done - a person stands before
the audience and talks - but never reads.
During the past three years I have had ample
opportunity to listen to first talks by new members.
It occurred to me that there were two common themes in
the more successful of these papers - they told the
audience a little about the writer and they were
entertaining. with that in mind, I decided it best to
relate to you a recent adventure of mine.
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A telephone call came late on an August a~ternoon:
"How would you like to go to viet Nam?" the VOl.ce on
the other end asked.
I hesitate~ for more than a few
econds but then realized that l.t was 1992 and not
~968. But still, the question caught me off guard after all many of my younger years had been spent
avoiding Southeast Asia and my immediate reaction was
to continue to stay away from that part of the world.
Furthermore while I do a considerable amount of
travelling for professional reasons, I reallY,don't
l ike travelling for travel's sake -- and a trl.p to a
hot, humid, backward, disease-ridden, third-world
country, with little or no scientific research programs
in infrastructure, did not exactly commend itself to
me.
Furthermore, Viet Nam was under a U.S. Government
trade embargo and the defense establishment not was
altogether pleased with them.
I depend quite heavily
on U.S. Air Force and Navy funding for my research
programs so I worried about the conflicts that could
arise from an "unofficial" visit for business purposes,
to a country we were forbidden to do business with.
I avoided committing myself - "Why do you want me
to go?" , "Because you're a physicist," he replied,
confoundlng me even more. He continued, "Physicists
don't view the world the way the rest of us do." Well
I knew that -- I just didn't know it was something
u s eful -- I had always assumed we physicists were
somewhat strange and that we were, in some real sense
a sort of social misfit. And yet here was someone wh~
wanted me to accompany him on a business trip precisely
because of those characteristics.
Perhaps I'd better explain. The caller was my
brother-in-law.
For a number of reasons, which most of
you can imagine, he had just resigned from his position
a s partner and managing director of Solomon Brothers
,
'
where, worklng for the now infamous John Gutfreund of
"Liar's Poker" fame, he was in charge of their real
estate operations. But real estate only earned Soloman
Brothers millions, and not billions, of dollars in
profit, and so was treated as the poor step - s~ster to
the bond traders in the company_ My brother-l.n-law,
chafing under restrictions, left to open his own firm
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and was now looking to establish operations in
Southeast Asian; in particular, he was looking at
possibilities for building and operating hotels and
other such real estate ventures in Viet Nam. During
the 1980s Soloman Brothers had hired a number of
mathematical physicists and they turned out to be
spectacularly successful bond traders - using game
theoretical methods to earn the company billions of
dollars in profits and to earn themselves millions of
dollars in bonuses.
It appeared that he thought that I
could help do the same for his new venture. The
thought of million dollar bonuses had a certain appeal
to me of course, but my knowledge of real estate does
not extend beyond what is necessary to purchase a
residence, and I know next to nothing about game
theory, bond market s, mortgages, and finance - in
short, I was unfami liar with everything he did.
"No
matter" he said, " I just want you to accompany us on a
tour of viet Nam, l ook around and tell me what you see.
Help me generate ideas.
I'll teach you the real estate
stuff you need to know." "Who pays," I responded.
"We'll cover all expenses," was the reply.
I agreed to
go. My real bonus, I rather suspected, would not be
millions of dollars but thousands of frequent flier
miles. That, and an interesting adventure.
So I went to observe - and I'm here today to share
some of my observations with you. At the time, I knew
very little of that part of the world. Having attended
school in the fifties and sixties, the history and
politics I was taught had to do with the united states
and Europe.
Indeed, i f one eliminates discussions of
the Pacific Theater in the Second World War, about the
only time the Orient was mentioned in my high school
curriculum was in comments about the Chinese "helping
build the railroads," "the opening of Japan," and the
Korean War, which was still fresh in everyone's mind.
There was also mention of the wonderful job we
Americans did in occupying and creating a democratic
society in the Philippines, along with the implication
that we needed to do the same for the rest of the area
as well.
I was educated very narrowly in college learning an enormous amount of mathematics and science
- and almost nothing else. So, although reading
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history has become an avocation for me, there are still
enormous gaps in my knowledge and understanding, with
the orient perhaps representing the largest of those
gaps. What little I knew about Southeast Asia I
learned from the Six O'clock News, the New York Times,
and Newsweek in the late sixties and early seventies,
and I suspected that much of what I "knew" was false.
So I set my self the task of learning something about
Viet Nam before I went, but I only had two weeks in
which to do it.
I didn't get very far.
An encyclopedia article
yielded a wealth of detail about dynasties, conquerors,
natural resources, etc., but no real insights. List of
emperors, conquerors, wars, and battles don't mean much
to me - I can't even keep al the English and French
kings straight, let alone a plethora of Oriental
emperors whose names I cannot even pronounce. Recent
books yielded little - they are essentially
chronologies of the American experience and its
aftermath, with little or no discussion of the country
and the people. perhaps the best I found was a novel
about Viet Nam from the period of the French occupation
before World War II to Dien Bien Phu and on through the
American experience. An historical novel, it at least
offered a flavor of the country.
With little time and few resources, I decided I
would be better off simply forgetting what I knew about
the Vietnamese and instead restart from my favorite
working hypothesis: assume general muddleheadedness.
Over the years, my reading in history and politics has
~ead me t'? believe that, in general, "muddleheadedness
~s th~ pr~mary force driving human affairs - a force
more lmportant and potent than nobility or malevolence.
It blunts our wisdom, misdirects our compassion and
clouds w~atever insights we manage to acquire. 'It is
t~e arch1tect of the unintended consequences of human
hlstory." I think the American experience in Viet Nam
was ~hat way -- m~ddleheaded. We were drawn into an
un-wlnnable guerrllla war, with no idea how to fight
such,a war. The full support of the people was
lacklng, there wer~ no clear g~als, and the government
caromed from one mlsunderstandlng to another. My views
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on the vietnamese were formed during those times, by
the media and government propaganda, much of which I
believed. I decided the best thing was to visit with
an open mind and no preconceived notions. Just look
around and observe; in short, do exactly what my
brother-in-law wanted me to do.
The planning for the trip was simple - my host
would pay for nearly everything - all I had to do was
take care of medical needs and bring a "small" amount
of cash. The medical needs were simple:
I was warned
that if a medical emergency arose, I was to not allow
the Vietnamese to do anything - I was to fly out of the
country immediately. My physician, slightly bemused,
called the Center of Disease control in Atlanta which
suggested malaria preventatives, a variety of
vaccinations, and a small first-aid kit filled with
antibiotics, anti-nausea and diarrhea medications, pain
killers, clean bandages, and a clean syringe. We
debated vaccinations for polio and encephalitis, but
decided the prevention carried more risk than the
disease. Medically I guessed I was ready for anything.
The cash had to be greenbacks, since there was a
trade embargo in effect and plastic money and
travelers' cheques were not accepted - all accounts had
to be settled in currency. There are two official
currencies in Viet Nam - the dong and the dollar, with
an exchange rate of about 11000 dong to the dollar.
outside of Hanoi and Ho chi Minh City, formerly Saigon,
hoteliers and restauranteurs prefer dong to dollars.
Western tourists of course always get charged Western
prices, in dollars. We were a party of ten, and the
cost of dinner, breakfast and lodging for a day was
about $1300, or nearly 14,000,000 dong. However, there
was no dong note available to us in denominations
larger than 10,000. Thus we started what became an
early morning ritual - two of us would sit down with
the owner of the establishment and his spouse, tea
~ould ~e served, and we would embark on the ritual
coun~lng the dong."
The dong bag was a special
overs 7zed carpet bag which contained some 200,000,000
don? In 500, 1000, and 10,000 denominations. About two
CUbIC feet of the stuff. One of us would reach into
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the bag and remove a wad of dong and sort it, the other
would count it and hand it to our host, who would count
it and hand it to his partner, who would count it again
before stashing it away.
We were a most curious group.
One of us was a
hotelier from New York city and co-owner of something
called "Studio 54," which I was told, along with
comments about my being a "hick from the Midwest," was
one of the more famous night spots in New York city.
He travelled with a CD player, loudspeakers, and a huge
bag of batteries. Two of us were a real estate
lawyer/investment banker and his wife. They were
deathly afraid of getting ill and absolutely paranoid
about cleanliness. They carried a bag of those
chemically impregnated paper wipes, what appeared to be
the world's largest medical kit, and a case of enormous
bottles of Pepto-Bismol. Before they sat anywhere they
wiped off all surfaces and cleaned all silverware. Any
time they felt they had been exposed to dangerous
micro-organisms, for example, by eating lunch, they
would drink a mouthful of Pepto-Bismol. This probably
occurred ten to fifteen times a day. Apparently it
helped them as they avoided the traditional diarrhea
and stomach problems. No one else took more than
normal precautions and didn't develop any problems
either. still another of our companions was an A.B.D.,
that is, in academic parlance, an all-but-dissertation,
cultural anthropologist turned investment bankerrealtor - another refugee from Soloman Brothers.
I
enjoyed his company the most as we were able to discuss
the people and their culture and he provided me with
many insights. Another traveller was an art dealer who
was as in the dark about business as I was.
I still
haven't figured out why he came along. All, except me,
were very wealthy and used to first class travel, no
expense spared. Although somewhat concerned with
financial "peer pressure" to keep up with them, I
realized that this was to be a very different travel
experience, over and above the exotic location - it was
the first, and perhaps last, time I would travel
without regard to cost.
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We flew from various places - London - New York Cincinnati - San Francisco - and met in Bangkok, where
we took a few days to acclimate ourselves to the tW7l~e
hour time change, to explore a few hotels, and to V1S1t
a resort area in Thailand, Phuket.
Phuket, in southern Thailand on the Andaman Sea,
is a resort area popular with Europeans. We went th re
7
to learn about the operation of small resort hotels 1n
that part of the world, in particular, a small place
called Amanpuri. My hosts wanted to look at the
beaches and mountain s of viet Nam looking for sites
that are isolated, scenically beautiful, and suitable
for a chain of luxury resorts. These resorts, my host
explained, would be for the "price insensitive," an
interesting marketing term I had not heard before - and
it dawned on me t hat I was assisting in creating
resorts I could not afford to go to. The Amanpuri was
just such a place.
Someone had told them that we were
all American trave l agents lo oking for places to book
clients. As a res ult we we re treated royally, with
meals and rooms on t h e hou se. This was another
interesting lesso n in the way s of the wealthy - never
spend your own money wh en you can convince someone else
to spend theirs.
I spent some of my time on the beach
in an engaging a nthropologi cal study of native dress
in particular, cl othing - or lack of it - worn by yo~ng
members of the fema e persuasion.
I also talked to the
resort managers - a nd soon u nderstood the fundamental
reason for the great pro fi tability of far eastern
hotels - one pays the employees far eastern wages - the
equivalent of $3 0 / onth - and charges the guests
western rates - $ 300/day. There is a lot of room for
profits.
,Leaving Tha iland, our first stop in Viet N
HanOl. We flew to th
't
am was
of brilliant gr een ri ~eCplaYddol,ver anF enormous,patchwork
f
es.
rom the alr I
i~ef~:n;~~d~aw nearly cir~ular expanses of clear water
e of the paddles.
I later learned these
wer 7 bomb crater s - I was surprised that so much
~rdlna~~e was dr opped so far from obvious targets and
~ so lttle ef fect . Later I learned that Am '
Pllots, when the ir targets over Hanoi or Haip~~~~a~ere
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obscured, or the flak too great, would dump their bombs
over the rice paddies on the way horne. These craters
were far too deep to grow rice, and the earth-moving
equipment to fill them was lacking. But they were
perfect for raising freshwater shrimp. This minor fact
carne to epitomize for me the people in Viet Nam. They
are a very hard working folk; they don't give up, they
don't bemoan their fate, they simply do the best they
can with whatever they have - they play the hand fate
deals them.
I suspect it is a very general attitude
born of a thousand years of struggle against one
conqueror or another.
If one single thing stands out
in my memory, it is this attitude of the Vietnamese
toward work.
I found the people to be either working
or resting from working - never playing.
We landed and drove by van into the city, past
miles of rice paddies - tended from dawn to dusk by men
and women in conical straw hats, wearing, yes, "black
pajamas." Actually that was one of the few times I saw
the black outfits as the Vietnamese government, taking
great pains to not upset the expected influx of
American businessmen and tourists, had banned that
style of dress.
We stayed at the Hotel Metropole in Hanoi.
It was
fairly typical of the hotels we visited: old, with an
air of genteel seediness. Fortunately, it was air
conditioned so we could at least sleep - daily high
temperatures during our trip reached 100 degrees, and
the humidity was very high as it was still the rainy
season. As we entered the hotel we were approached by
an American who clearly knew of our party and its
purpose - I inquired as to his identity and learned
that everyone believed that he was from the CIA President Bush's man on the spot in Hanoi. He made it
his task to meet all American visitors and report on
their activities to Washington. After we registered,
our guide collected our passports - in Viet Nam
foreigners must surrender their passports to the local
police while they are in a city.
I felt somewhat naked
and vulnerable without mine.
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It is the fi rst evening I spent in Hanoi that I
remember the most vividly . outside the hotel the
streets were clogg e d wi th vehicles - motor scooters and
bicYCles, with t h e odd d i lap idated truck or bus. And
cyclos. A cyclo is a carr i age on the front end and a
bicycle on the rear - s ort of a cross between a bicycle
and a rickShaw.
Fo r s e ver a l hundreds of dong - perhaps
10 cents - a cyc l o owner wi ll drive you around the city

for hours.
We rented c y c los in the late afternoon, and, as
dusk fell, were d riven about the central city in the
fading light.
I f ound Han o ~ to be rathe~ drab, ,but
pleasant. The c i t y center l S a museum p1ece, f1lled
with colon i al Fr ench archit ecture, with the air of a
provincial French town of t he 1920s or 1930s. This
ambiance was abett ed by the availability everywhere of
freshly baked baguette s - a great surprise to me and
another legacy o f the French colonials. As the sun
set, thousands o f charcoal b raz i ers were lit on the
sidewalks as the peopl e carne onto the streets to cook
their evening meal. Mo s t Vi etnamese homes do not have
kitchens as we k now them, e v en in the cities, and they
do their cooking outdoors . The s e were no street
lights, no noise from powered vehicles, n~ signs of
anything of the t wentieth c entury. The a1r ~as very
near the dew point , thick a nd misty, heavy wlth
charcoal smoke, and filled with strange cooking odors.
The night had a surreal quali ty - a marvelous admixture
of the Far East and the French . For me it was a total
immersion into something s t range and wondrous that I
had never before e xperienced .
Towards the e nd of our ride on this dusky evening
a large building loomed out of the mists - it was the
?pera House - of c lassi c French design, it looked as if
1t had been transp lanted whole from southern France.
We rode all around it exami ning the architecture and
sculpture and s culpture f rom every vantage point. One
of my fellow cycle riders began to speak of the value
of the real estate in t his part of downtown Hanoi here was the place to bui ld hot e ls and offices - here
would be Han oi ' s Mad~son Avenue - a nd for m e ~h c spel l
of my first e ven i ng i n Hanoi was broken.
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We spent a day touring the high points of the
city. The Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum dominates a large
square just off the French quarter.
In the tradition
of Lenin and Stalin before him - and Mao after him the final resting place of Ho Chi Minh is a glass
sarcophagus inside a monumental edifice constructed
from materials native to various parts of viet Nam.
Totally against his wishes I might add; he wanted to be
cremated. We were not allowed to enter the mausoleum
without a passport - and the police had our passports.
From there we went to the "Hanoi Hilton," a
forbidding, nearly windowless, triangular building
officially known as Hao Lo Prison.
It was originally
constructed by the French to house Vietnamese rebels.
We nearly got ourselves in trouble with the police, as
photography is forbidden, but we were allowed to leave
after a stern lecture. A consortium of construction
firms is to build an office building on the site.
Barron Hilton has really missed a bet there.
We spent most of our tourist time at the Army
Museum.
It was there that it became painfully apparent
that we had lost a war to these people - and perhaps an
inkling as to why we had lost.
The exterior of the museum was devoted to exhibits
- fragments of downed B-52 bombers, an entire F-lll
fighter, a MiG-21 rising triumphantly from a wreckage
of French aircraft, sculptures constructed from
American small arms and munitions, and general prizes
of war such as a General Electric jet engine.
I
wondered if it had been built in cincinnati.
Inside
were scale models of various epic battles from Viet
Nam's long military history, including the capture of
Saigon, and a large diorama depicting the battle of
Dien Bien Phu. This last detailed how the French were
defeated; it was mostly by clever tactics, French
smugness, and sheer hard work - the vietnamese hauled
large cannon up and into the supposedly "roadless,
unclimbable and impassable" hills overlooking the
Fr ench encampment. They hauled the guns by hand, one
at a time until they reached a point of overwhelming
f i repower. The French simply did not believe them
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capable of military organization and discipline, and
never understood that General Giap a superb tactician and they still don't.
While in the museum, viewing the
diorama, I met several French veterans of that battle,
still unable to come to terms with it, still not
comprehending what happened to them, and still
muttering racial epithets under their breath.
Unfortunately, we Americans did not comprehend the
lesson of Dien Bien Phu either.
The rest of Hanoi was clearly not ready for
capitalist tourists.
The police had a tendency to
harass travellers (we avoided most of it by having a
vietnamese guide) and there is a certain antiAmericanism that is absent from the rest of the
country. Neverthe less, it is the city that I liked the
best.
After a series of meetings in Hanoi with various
Vietnamese officials and mini sters, we spent the next
several weeks flying and driving to different cities:
Hue, Dalat, Danang , Ho chi Minh City, Na Trang. We
looked at land suitable for development and met with
ministers of the government and leaders of the armed
forces to discuss real estate options.
(The army and
the navy control vast a mounts of real estate).
I
learned two things;
first, the country was not yet
ready for capitalism.
And second, it is an incredibly
beautiful land.
It wasn't ready for capitalism because the
government wanted to retain full control of the land
and was only will ing to offer ten year leases. My
companions tried to teach them some simple lessons in
economics - that if a building has to be depreciated
over a ten year period, it would have to be of low
quality construct ion - becaus e they could not charge
enough rent to make a profit on a high quality, high
cost building.
It didn't matter to the vietnamese they clearly felt that if the Americans were not
interested the Japanese or the Germans would be - and
they were willi ng to play one off against the other.
After many of these meetings, our vietnamese hosts
would indicate that there would be no more meetings
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unless we paid a "meeting fee," in cas~. My companions
said flatly that they would not pay br~bes an~ ~hat
often ended the negotiations.
It was clea~ t a my
host was embarking on a long and tortuous Journey
durin which great patience would be needed. But
atie~ce was desirable - after all viet Nam represe~ts
~ market of over 70 million people, whose recol~ect~on
of American products is stuck in 1974 - t~ey st~ll
believe that American goods are the best ln t~e ~orld.
At this time, over two years later, the negotlatlons
are still proceeding.
The beauty of the country was the real surprise to
me.
In the years since World War II, to many
westerners viet Nam has come to signify either a brutal
jungle war or a spectacular failure of American ~olicy
and power.
Since 1974 there have been bumper stlck 7rs
demanding "No viet Nams in Bosnia;" or central Amerlca;
or wherever. A dozen motion pictures, a half-dozen
television dramas, innumerable university courses, and
countless books about viet Nam captivated audiences
worldwide - but nearly all were about Viet Nam, the
war, and not about Viet Nam, the country.
I was quite
unprepared for what I found.
The country is
overwhelming - the civilization is a rich amalgam of
chinese, French, and Southeast Asian influences. The
people are highly cultured, and the land is hauntingly
beautiful - indeed I was overwhelmed by its sublime
beauty. The coast line is very long - nearly 2000
miles, longer than the west coast of the United states
- and its stretches from 10 degrees north of the
Equator to the Tropic of Cancer. The Mekong Delta in
the south, the Red River delta in the north, and the
entire coastal strip in between are covered with rice
paddies of varying hues of green. Along the coast are
countless pristine beaches and several absolutely
stunning lagoons.
Some beaches are shaded by palm
trees, s~me are backed by huge sand dunes, and still
others l~e at the foot of rugged mountain spurs. The
coastal regions give way to soaring mountains with
slopes covered by rich rain forests.
Further inland
a~e the cool plateaus of the central highlands, dotted
wlth tall waterfalls.
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What once was ~outh Viet Nam has a very different
flavor than North V1et Nam . For one thing the south is
much more experienced in capitalism and it was very
apparent in Saigon, especially among the Chinese
population.
In the cities they dress more in the
~estern ~anner, often suits and ties.
The difference
1S seen 1n the peasants as well:
in the north the
peasa~ts were rather severe folk who wore black pajamas
and pith helmets.
In the south the dress was lighter
more colorful with con ical straw hats.
In the north ~e
were never approached on the street; in the south we
were frequently stopped and bombarded with questions.
The southerners welcomed foreign visitors - the
Northerners were susp icious of everyone.
Arriving at the cities and towns of the south was
l ike stepping back into time - it was as if everything
had corne to a halt and was frozen at 1974. One saw old
bill boards, advertis ing products that were no longer
with us - or that at least had changed appearance
markedly. Most of the buildi ngs were in a state of
decay, covered with mold and grime, with broken
facades, leaky roofs, and overgrown gardens. The
American buildings - the embassy, the officers clubs all were typical of the late sixties - early seventies
architecture. And a ll were crumbling. The
infrastructure - the power distribution systems, the
communication systems, roads, airports, etcetera, were
in an advanced state of rot.
I told my host that the
real profits would be made in construction - Viet Nam
would rush to apply to the Wo rld Bank for
infrastructure loans just as soon as the trade embargo
was lifted.
Some of the major roads were still in excellent
shape - a tribute to the quality of the work of the US
Army Corps of Engineers - no doubt they built with
tanks in mind.
Driv ing on these roads was an
experience. The rice farmers considered roads to be
little more than elo ngated drying areas and
intersections as wonderful places to separate the rice
from the chaff. As we drove along the highways we had
to aim the car so as to straddle long, thin rows of
drying rice. We had to dodge piles of rile waiting to
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d us to drive
force
b bagged· occasionally, the farmers
k up the
hulls. We had
e
"1
f rice - to brea
through a p~CkelYo to avoid hitting them.
to steer qUl
,
was an amazing collection
Sharing the road wlth us t
_ busses _ trucks 'l
bicycles - ox-car s
of vehlc es - ,
's the main transport,
,
minivans. The blcycle 1 th
Once we came up behlnd
'carrled d on
mto
. ,be a giant, wrl' t 'ln g
everyt h'lng l~
from e
afar
a bicycle WhlCh 100k~ close we counted nearly 150
mass of feathers.
t~ d to various parts of the
chickens and ducks,
le
bicycle by their feet.
I saw logos that I thought were extinct - de~o~o
trucks and Nash Ramblers. The trucks and bu~ses a no
windows the side panels and trim had long Slnce rusted
way a~d the roofs had gaping holes in them.
Each had
: fifty gallon steel drum welded to the top ~f the cab,
with a hose running from the drum to the englne
compartment. This puz~led me until,I saw a ~ruck
driver fill his tank wlth gas and hlS drum wlth water.
I realized that the trade embargo meant a shortage of
helium gas - and therefore no MIG or TIP welding - and
thus no radiator repairs possible. They simply keep
feeding water into the radiators, letting it leak out
as they drive.
50 gallons of water lasts about as long
as 20 gallons of gas; so just fill both at the same
time.
I indicated to my host that a fortune was to be
made with a chain of auto parts stores.
The only other bit of infrastructure that was in
reasonable shape were the airports. They were built by
the US Air Force to land fully loaded B-52s and F-111
fighters.
They came complete with huge mortar-proof
hangers and storage sheds. The airports were enormous.
The first time I flew into Danang, I found myself
w~ndering why such a small city had such a huge
alrport, and then I remembered. The Danang airport
held my attention for another reason. Near and
practically in the airport are the Marble Mountains
filled with caves used for centuries as Buddhist
'
temples. And in the sixties and early seventies these
caverns were filled with what was perhaps the la~gest
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viet Cong field hospital in South viet Nam - right in
the middle of the biggest us airbase.
We flew viet Nam Air everywhere. It was not an
airline that inspired confidence. Their airplanes are
Russian Illushyn copies of Boeing 727s - except that
the Russian engineers had reconfigured the plane to
gain more speed - but, as we soon noticed, at
considerable cost in maneuverability. The planes had
all the appearances of being ill-maintained. The
windows were cracked. The cabin carpets looked like
cheap American bath mats. The tires were cracked and
checked. Once, as we boarded via a mobile stairs, I
leaned over the side and looked down on one of the
Russian maintenance mechanics. He looked at me,
pointed to the plane, and shook his head slowly - it
did not give me confidence in the quality of the
aircraft.
I ought to note parenthetically that
technical services in nearly all areas of the economy
were peformed by Russians. They were an arrogant group
and looked down on the vietnamese. Often, when
travelling on foot in the cities, our group was treated
badly until it was realized that we were not Russians,
but Americans.
The airplanes were usually left to bake on the
tarmac for several hours before boarding. When this
occurred at midday the cabin temperature would rise
into the low 100s. Once we boarded, we generally sat
on the runway in the sealed plane for another half-hour
of baking, by which time the cabin temperature would
exceed 105 degrees with 90% humidity. Then, perhaps
ten minutes after takeoff, having gained altitude, the
air conditioning would suddenly switch on and jets of
frigid air would shoot into the cabin. This sudden
cooling of the cabin air would generate fog inside the
plane. One could not see from one end of the plane to
another. Several times it actually appeared to be
raining inside the aircraft - I rather hoped the pilots
had windshield wipers on the inside of the cockpit.
One day, on a whim my host decided that We ought
to leave Saigon and to go to Phnom Penh, the capitol of
Cambodia. He also decided we would drive. This sat
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poorly with me - we had received reports of a~t~vity by
Khymer Rouge along the road b~tween th~ two c1t1es. My
concern increased when our drIvers arrIved - two men
from the Cambodian embassy, who spoke no English, and
who were armed with AK-47 assault rifles.
Near panic
set in when we cross~d the border between the two
countries.
In that part of the world customs officials
expect you to declare everything you are carrying with
you as you enter a country - cameras, jewelry,
electronics, currency, whatever.
If you forget
anything, they confiscate it when you leave the country
- on the theory that it was bought illegally.
Entering
Cambodia, we had to declare the cash we had with us and the customs official demanded to see every dollar
of it. By that time there were only six of us left.
I
pulled out about $500 in singles. The total for the
others was 45,000 US dollars and 50,000,000 dong.
It
made quite a little pile for the gaping customs
official - who was probably paid $50 a month.
It
dawned on me that if the customs gentlemen called down
the road to his friends in the Khymer Rouge, we'd be
history and he'd be in "fat city." I spent the rest of
the trip looking furtively about, expecting a raid at
every bend in the road.
But nothing untoward happened - and an incident
later at the Rex Hotel in Saigon indicated that I was
probably silly to concern myself.
It seems that one of
our group placed his funds in the safe provided in each
hotel room - but forgot to lock the safe. As we were
boarding our van outside the hotel, one of the room
cleaning people came racing out of the main entrance
waving a half-inch thick wad of twenties, shouting that
some~ne h~d f~rgotten to lock his safe.
Honesty
surVIves In VIet Nam.
I could continue on - indeed I could present an
entire paper on Saigon alone - or on the Vietnamese
open air markets - with live food such as monkeys,
dogs, cars and snakes. But I have rambled on long
enough and, Sir Richard Burton, I am not.

